Faszination Kreuzstich

da: UB Design

Modello: LIBVAU-H4019

Faszination Kreuzstich (Cross-stitch fascination)
© Ulrike Blotzheim
The booklet is well explained by German instructions, but it is very easy to understand even if you do not know this language.

Price: € 22.90 (incl. VAT)
Spitzenträume

Modello: LIBVAU-H4020

Spitzenträume
The "Spitzenträume" leaflet by UB-Design has 40 pages of useful photos and instructions to create wonderful projects, including roses, using the lace technique.

Price: € 16.90 (incl. VAT)
Die Königskinder - Teil 2

da: UB Design

Modello: LIBVAU-H4023

Die Königskinder - Teil 2 (The King's children - Part 2)
This book by UB-Design has 40 pages of useful photos and instructions to create wonderful projects, for you and most of all, for your kids.

Price: € 16.90 (incl. VAT)
Books and Magazines

Der Frühling kommt

da: UB Design

Modello: LIBVAU-H4018

Der Frühling kommt (Spring is coming)
This book by UB-Design has 36 pages of useful photos and instructions to create wonderful projects, all about spring time!

Price: € 14.90 (incl. VAT)
Books and Magazines

Die Königskinder Teil 1

Modello: LIBVAU-H4021

The royal children - Part 1
Booklet in German (40 pages) by Ulrike Königs. Ideal to create unique decorations for winter and Christmas. Cross-stitch charts.

Price: € 16.90 (incl. VAT)
**Von drauß' vom Walde**

da: UB Design

Modello: LIBVAU-H4025

Von drauß' vom Walde - Out there, in the forest
Booklet in German (68 pages). Ideal to create unique decorations for winter and Christmas. Cross-stitch charts.

**Price: € 34.90** (incl. VAT)
Sommerzauber

da: UB Design

Modello: LIBVAU-H4024

In this "Sommerzauber" - "The magic of Summer" - from Ulrike Blotzheim, designer of UB-Design, you'll find 43 pages, in German, full of cross stitch projects on Summer and flowers.

Price: € 17.90 (incl. VAT)
Ein Jahr Lang

Modello: LIBVAU-H4026

Ein Jahr Lang
All the year round
Blowballs, roses, poppies, amaryllis are staying with us "all the year round", with amazing cross stitch patterns on filigree paper, outlining each single flower just like little works of art. Stitched beads, arranged in small roses, are set in a row, just like pearls, alternated in a chain, and making these stitching projects even more elegant. Enjoy this unusual leaflet, with 36 pages in German.

Price: € 18.50 (incl. VAT)
**Kurkonzert**

*da:* UB Design

Flowers are blossoming in the garden. Take a walk in this enchanted place where flocks of birds chirp happily. The forest orchestra is inviting you to its spring concert. A book full of charts, colorful ideas and pictures to customize pillows, wall hangings and more.

52 pages in German

**Price:** € 21.90 (incl. VAT)
**Frühling grüßt Ostern**
da: UB Design

Modello: LIBVAU-H4028

The "Frühling grüßt Ostern" leaflet by UB-Design has 31 pages of useful photos and instructions to create wonderful embroidery projects.

**Price: € 17.90** (incl. VAT)
Rosenmelody

da: UB Design

Modello: LIBVAU-H4029

The "Rosenmelody" leaflet by UB-Design has 76 pages of useful photos and instructions to create wonderful embroidery projects.

Price: € 23.90 (incl. VAT)
Wintersterne

da: UB Design

Modello: LIBVAU-B2015-2

Are you ready for winter?
It's cold... The trees are frozen... In the forest everything glitters... Stars shine like crystals.
We have taken winter and ice and have put them into our cross stitch charts, so that we can decorate paintings, cushions, table runners.

Price: € 22.90 (incl. VAT)
Rosé & Grau

da: UB Design

Modello: LIBVAU-B2016-1

A collection of delicate cross-stitch charts in grey and pink shades.
Designer: Ulrike Blotzheim.
60 pages in German. Color charts.

Price: € 22.90 (incl. VAT)
Die Königskinder im Garten

da: UB Design

Modello: LIBVAU-H4032

Lovely and original patterns to cross-stitch. Kids and gardens, fairy tales and flowers to decorate and embellish every corner of your child's room.

48 pages in German. Color charts.

Price: € 18.90 (incl. VAT)
Books and Magazines

Christmas

da: UB Design

Modello: LIBVAU-H4033

A 76 pages book/leaflet fully dedicated to a cross-stitch Christmas and Advent, imagining a visit from Santa. All the designs have the magic touch of Ulrike, that all embroidery lovers know for sure.

76 pages.

Price: € 22.90 (incl. VAT)
Spitzentanz

da: UB Design

Modello: LIBVAU-H4036-1

A collection of delicate cross-stitch charts. A sort of dream of lace and tulle with dancers and elegant flowers for the making of decorations and/or more complex projects. Designers: Ulrike Blotzheim.

76 pages in German. Colored charts.

Price: € 24.90 (incl. VAT)
Dreamflowers

da: UB Design

Modello: LIBVAU-L2017-1

A collection of delicate cross-stitch designs featuring flowers in light pink and turquoise shades. All the flowers are the same height so they can be combined any way you like.
Designer: Ulrike Blotzheim.
32 pages in German. Colored charts.

Price: € 16.90 (incl. VAT)
A collection of modern, delicate and flowered-themed cross-stich charts that, as the title says, can be embroidered both ways which means that you can stitch a whole design or two or three separate designs. This will allow you to combine them any way you like and to decorate your home and accessories as you wish. Ulrike has used the beautiful Soie d'Alger silk threads for an even more amazing result, but you can, of course, choose any other type of yarn.

Designer: Ulrike Blotzheim.
44 pages in German. Colored charts.

Price: € 18.90 (incl. VAT)
Es glitzert

da: UB Design

Modello: LIBVAU-L2016-2

A very elegant Christmas in white and gold. This booklet by Ulrike gives you lots of ideas to decorate your home for the holidays.

Designer: Ulrike Blotzheim.

44 pages in German. Colored charts.

Price: € 18.90 (incl. VAT)
So oder so 2°
da: UB Design

Modello: LIBVAU-L2017-3

A collection of modern, delicate and flowered-themed cross-stitch charts that, as the title says, can be embroidered both ways which means that you can stitch a whole design or two or three separate designs. This will allow you to combine them any way you like and to decorate your home and accessories as you wish. Ulrike has used the beautiful Soie d’Alger silk threads for an even more amazing result, but you can, of course, choose any other type of yarn.

Designer: Ulrike Blotzheim.

44 pages in German. Colored charts.

Price: € 18.90 (incl. VAT)
Meine kleine Wohnung

da: UB Design

Modello: LIBVAU-L2014-2

A leaflet entirely dedicated to delicate cross-stitch designs of floral patterns for all seasons. Decorate your home: shelves, libraries, closets, lamps, chairs, mirrors, boxes, books, bags and much more ...

Designer: Ulrike Blotzheim.

48 pages in German. Colored charts.

Price: € 18.90 (incl. VAT)
Für Dich

da: UB Design

Modello: LIBVAU-B2018-1

A leaflet entirely dedicated to delicate cross-stitch designs of floral patterns for all seasons.
Designer: Ulrike Blotzheim.
60 pages in German. Colored charts.

Price: € 22.90 (incl. VAT)
**Tulpenpoesie**

*da: UB Design*

**Modello: SCHVAU-L2018-1**

*Tulips poetry*

Stitch Count: 220 x 230

**Price: € 11.50** (incl. VAT)
Books and Magazines

Lavendelduft

da: UB Design

Modello: LIBVAU-L2018-1

A booklet with lovely designs dedicated to lavender and summer.
Designer: Ulrike Blotzheim.
28 pages in German. Colored charts.

Price: € 16.90 (incl. VAT)
Alle Jahre wieder

da: UB Design

Modello: LIBVAU-B2018-2


Price: € 24.90 (incl. VAT)
Books and Magazines

Die Wichtel kommen

da: UB Design

Modello: LIBVAU-L2011-1

Designer: Ulrike Blotzheim.
28 pages in German. Colored charts.

Price: € 14.50 (incl. VAT)
Books and Magazines

**Treffpunkt Paradies**
da: UB Design

Modello: LIBVAU-L2019-1

A booklet with lovely designs. Designer: Ulrike Blotzheim. 32 pages in German. Colored charts.

**Price: € 18.90** (incl. VAT)